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Abstract
The aim of this final thesis is to recognize the main topics discussed in the Parliament of
Catalonia during the legislatures IX and X. The importance of independence issue was
compared to other topics, differentiating between political parties and legislatures. The
interventions of each deputy were extracted from the transcriptions of each Parliament
session, with which a frequency matrix between interventions and words was created.
The methodology used was Correspondence Analysis, clustering and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation. An interactive visualization of the LDA results was also provided. The
results showed that the main part of the Parliament speech was focused, by order of
importance, on social issues, economy, independence and infrastructures. All political
parties talked about independence, but they treated the issue in very different ways.
According to CA and LDA results, the independence issue was divided in four topics
-Right to decide, corruption, linguistic debate and Statute of Autonomy-. The results
showed that CA, clustering and LDA give an in-depth topic modeling of Parliament’s
speeches.
Keywords: Correspondence Analysis, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Topic Modeling,
Text Mining, Parlament de Catalunya.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From the very beginning, I decided that my final thesis would be focused on the analysis
of textual data. The analysis of speeches, opinions, debates and other textual contents
are very important in social sciences research and different professional sectors, such as
social networks analysts.
After working for two years at a social media company and working with large amounts
of textual data from Twitter, I have become aware of the suitability of some sort of
”automatic” collection of topics. It is not enough to have a list of the most frequent
words, like SPSS Text offers. To get a deeper idea of the content of Tweets, we should
take a step forward and identify words that could be related with the same topic and
group them together. That said, I decided to investigate the interesting and extensive
world of Natural Language Proccesing and go into the field of text summarization and
topic modeling.
Meanwhile, due to the political turmoil that was both in Spain and Catalonia after the
elections of 20D and 27S, I thought that it could be interesting that my object of study
were the interventions of all deputies in the Parliament of Catalonia. In order to know
exactly what our politicians had talked about.
The initial question I asked myself was: What issues were discussed at the Parliament
of Catalonia in recent years? Specifically, parliamentarians spoke mainly of Catalonia
independence or treated other issues? When they spoke about independence, they spoke
in terms of culture -Catalan identity- or money -budgets, tax burden, etc.-? And finally,
which political parties talked more about independence? Or, which issues talked about
each political party?
Therefore, I downloaded all PDFs of each session of the last two legislatures from the
official website of Parliament. From these PDFs, I collected all interventions of each
deputy and I grouped them into a single Excel file, indicating in a second column the
Party of each deputy. Secondly, I cleaned interventions of insignificant words and punc-
tuation. Once the data was cleaned, I created a matrix of frequencies between the words
and interventions. This matrix was the ”input”matrix to carry out all statistical analysis
of the text.
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Finally, I chose Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as the principal statistical analysis
for the modelling topic of the text. Besides, I used correspondence analysis (CA) and
clustering -Ward’s hierarchical clustering and k-means- as an exploratory analysis. I also
exposed the results of the LDA in an interactive graphic to facilitate understanding of
the topics.
Regarding the structure of the thesis, I started by explaining the source of the data and
its original structure. Then I explained the transformation of the ”messy” data into an
Excel with all interventions ordered by political parties. Second, I described the data
cleaning and the obtening of the frequency matrix. Third, I explained the theory of
the three analysis used in the thesis and I described the application and the results
obtained. Finally, I developed the conclusions. At the end of the work, an appendix
with the explanation of the most technical parts of each chapter is included.
2
Chapter 2
The data
2.1 Data source
Speeches in the Parliament are organized in ”sessions”. Each ”sessio´” indicates the list of
points to be discussed in the Parliament and they are organized by different ”reunions”.
For example, if one ”sessio´” lasts two days, it will be organized in two ”reunions”. What
is more, an annual course of the Parliament of Catalonia is divided into two periods,
”per´ıodes” in parlamentary jargon: from September 1 to December 31 and from January
15 to July 31. Besides, legislatures, the time frame of parliamentary life between two
successive elections, can be composed up to 8 periods.
That said, each PDF that I collected from the official web of Parliament of Catalonia
(cita) corresponds to one ”reunio´”. In total, 189 PDF’s were downloaded totaling 10.384
pages of text. The corresponding legislatures are the IX and X, which covered 5 years
of government from November 2010 to September 2015.
Overall, the data that was collected and analysed is:
Leg. Time frame Per´ıodes Sessions Reunions
IX From Dec.2010 to Nov. 2012 5 39 69
X From Dec.2012 to Aug. 2015 5 42 81
Total text 10.384 pages
Total interventions 105.450
Table 2.1: The data
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2.2 Political parties
The constitution of the Parliament changed a little bit between legislatures IX and X. In
the IX legislature ”Solidaritat Catalana” arose for the first time, desappearing the next
legislature. In the X legislature, ”CUP” also had parliamentary representation for the
first time. In both legislatures, CIU was the major Party, and C’s gained an important
representation in the last legislature. In the following tables, I expose the total deputies
and interventions for each political party in both legislatures.
Party Total deputies Total interventions
CiU 62 11.634
PSC 28 5.207
PP 18 5.189
ICV 10 5.056
ERC 10 4.405
SI 4 3.138
C’s 3 2.612
Total deputies 135 37.241
Table 2.2: Political parties from IX legislature
Party Total deputies Total interventions
CiU 50 20.406
ERC 21 8.664
PSC 20 8.588
PP 19 9.388
ICV 13 8.426
C’s 9 6.698
CUP 3 6.039
Total deputies 135 68.209
Table 2.3: Political parties from X legislature
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2.3 Transforming unstructured data into structured Data
The first step of the thesis is to transform the unstructured data of the PDF’s into
structured data. Therefore, I created a new data file with all the interventions of each
deputy scraping the text of the PDF’s. This was possible transforming PDF’s into XML
files, which have the data structured in labels.
From a script Python that identified labels< D3 Intervinent > < /D3 Intervinent >
and < D3 Text normal > < /D3 Text normal >, I collected each intervention of
each deputy in separate text files. Finally, I attached all the interventions in the same
Excel file, identifying the corresponding political party and legislature in a second col-
umn. Instead of writing the name of each deputy in this second column, I directly wrote
the corresponding party and legislature. To do this step, I previously got a list from the
Parliament with the names of all deputies for each Party and legislature.
The resulting Excel file was a matrix of 105,450 rows and 2 columns. The i rows
(i=1,...,105.450) correspond to 105.450 interventions and the j columns (j=1,2) corre-
spond to the text of interventions and the cross between political parties and legislatures
(CIU9, CIU10, CUP10, Cs9, Cs10, ERC9, ERC10, ICV9, ICV10, PSC9, PSC10, PP9,
PP10, SI9):
5
ID Text of the Political party
intervention intervention and legislature
1 ”Artur Mas reclamava una majoria amplia...” CIU9
2 ”Decidir com a pa´ıs i per ampli consens...” CIU9
... ... ...
... ... CIU10
... ... ...
... ... CUP10
... ... ...
... ... Cs9
... ... ...
... ... Cs10
... ... ...
... ... ERC9
... ... ...
... ... ERC10
... ... ...
... ... ICV9
... ... ...
... ... ICV10
... ... ...
... ... PSC9
... ... ...
... ... PSC10
... ... ...
... ... PP9
... ... ...
... ... PP10
... ... ...
... ... SI9
... ... ...
105.450 ... SI9
Table 2.4: Interventions collected and classifed by Party and legislature
In the appendix A, I attached the structure of an XML file and the Python script.
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Chapter 3
Pre-processing of the data: Data
cleaning
Once I created the matrix with interventions classified by parties and legislatures, I
cleaned the text of any information that could create noise. The reason of ”cleaning” text
data is not only collecting all the words and separating them from punctuation marks.
The Data cleaning means ignoring words that have no semantic value and keeping those
words that we believe may provide more information for analysis. The aim is to improve
the accuracy of results and get better insights. This is achieved by grouping words that
have the same semantic value but different phonemes -stemming- and removing those
that are meaningless as articles, pronouns and prepositions -stopwords-. The cleaning
process includes other steps such as the translation of all texts in the same language,
the removal of punctuation and white space elimination. In the appendix B, I show the
functions that I used in order to get the text cleaned.
That said, the cleaning process that I used was:
 Translating Spanish corpus to Catalan
 Removing pronouns and articles with a dash or apostrophe
 Removing punctuation and excess whitespace
 Removing accent marks and converting ”¸c” to ”c”
 Converting to lowercase
 Removing stopwords
 Removing words with a low frequency
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3.1 Translating Spanish corpus to Catalan
The main part of the corpus was written in Catalan, but several interventions from
PP and C’s were in Spanish. Therefore, I translated all the interventions written in
Spanish to Catalan in order to reduce noise. We have to take into account that, although
the same words in different languages mean the same, they will be treated as different
words because they have different phonemes. About 7.000 interventions were translated,
approximately one third of the interventions of PP and C’s. I used the option of Google
Translate Web to translate directly from an Excel file, which was pretty user-friendly.
3.2 Removing pronouns and articles with a dash or apos-
trophe
In this second step of the data cleaning, I removed all the pronouns with some type of
elision. All the ”pronoms febles” that go behind a verb or behind another pronoun and
are followed by a dash or apostrophe. I also removed the articles with an apostrophe.
It is important to note that I added the pronouns without dashes and apostrophes as
stopwords in one of the following steps.
3.3 Removing punctuation marks and numbers
Thirdly, all kind of punctuation marks (”!”#%& ’()*+,$ −./ :;<=>?@[] ‘{|} ) and
whitespace characters were extracted. I also took away numbers.
3.4 Removing accent marks and converting c¸ to c
In a forth step, I removed the accent marks of the words and converted ”¸c” to ”c” because
of incompatibility with the interactive visualization of LDA in the posterior analysis.
3.5 Converting to lowercase
Fifthly, I converted capitalized words to lowercase words to avoid noise. As it happens in
different languages, the same words with uppercase and lowercase, such as ”Barcelonins”
and ”barcelonins”, would be interpreted as different words.
3.6 Removing stopwords
”Stopwords” is the name given to the meaningless words such as articles, pronouns,
prepositions, etc., which are always filtered before or after processing of NLP.
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Package ”tm” contains the function ”stopwords” which returns a variety of stopwords
in different languages. Fortunately, there is one in catalan. In this list, there are the
pronouns in the forms of ”reforc¸ades” i ”plenes”, that were not added in the previous
pronoun step.
To this stopword list, I added the contractions ”prepositions + articles” (”pel”, ”pels”,
”del”, ”dels”, ”al”, ”als”). Finally, I also added words related strictly to the Parliament
jargon as ”senyor”, ”senyora”, ”conseller”, ”consellera”, etc. These words can also be
considered as stopwords because they don’t transmit much significance.
In total, I removed 920 stopwords. In Appendix B, I added a sample list of them.
3.7 Removing words with a frecuency lower than 10
Finally, I created a unique list of all words together with their frecuencies and I removed
the words with a frecuency lower than 10. This step was also crucial in order to eliminate
potencial noise. From the 72.703 total words that were collected after the cleaning
process, 44.011 had a frecuency lower than 10. Therefore, I removed the 60% of inicial
words. The other 28.692 words were the chosen ones to be analysed.
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Chapter 4
Input matrix and methodology
Once I cleaned the text and had the 28.692 words with their frecuencies, I proceed to
create the inputs for the analysis.
For correspondence analysis and clustering, I created a frequency matrix between inter-
ventions and words through ”tdm” function of ”tm” package. The resulting matrix was
formed by 105.450 rows -interventions- and 28.692 columns -words-. The large number
of cells in the matrix did not allow R to apply correspondence analysis to the data. R
had problems of memory. Therefore, I decided to create a sample of one third of the in-
terventions and pick the words that appeared more than 50 times, instead of 10. Finally,
the matrix dimension was 35.139 rows and 3.773 columns.
1 2 ... ... ... 28.692
1 0 1 ... ... ... 1
2 1 0 ... ... ... 1
3 2 0 ... ... ... 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
105.450 0 1 ... ... ... 0
Table 4.1: Initial frecuency matrix between interventions and words
1 2 ... 3.773
1 0 1 ... 1
2 1 0 ... 1
3 2 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...
35.139 0 1 ... 0
Table 4.2: Sampled frecuency matrix between interventions and words
Regarding LDA, I used the total of 105.450 interventions and words that appeared more
than 10 times. The input for LDA was a list of the unique words and their frecuencies
for each intervention.
Specifically, I created a list whose length is equal to the number of interventions. I called
the list doc.tt. Each element of doc.tt is an integer matrix with two rows. Each column
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of doc.tt[[i]] represents an intervention. doc.tt[[i]][1, j] is a 0-indexed word identifier for
the jth word in intervention i. doc.tt[[i]][2, j] is an integer specifying the number of times
that word appears in the intervention.
The R code for this section was added in Appendix C.
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Chapter 5
Theory of the methodology
Before exposing the application of the methods and the results, I inquired into the
theory of Correspondence Analysis, Ward’s hierarchical clustering, k-means and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation.
5.1 Correspondence Analisys (CA)
Correspondence analysis (CA) is a multivariate descriptive data analytic technique that,
in a similar manner to principal component analysis but applying to categorical rather
than continuos data, provides a means of displaying or summarising a set of data in two-
dimensional graphical form [5]. CA is a Canonical Correlation Analysis of categorical
variables, which on the case of two, it coincides with the simultaneous analysis of rows
and columns of a contingency table, with marginal mass and Chi-square metric. This
brief exposition just focus on the CA of a contingency table, which is the classic CA.
The usual procedure for analyzing a cross-tabulation is to determine the probability of
global association between rows and columns. The significance of association is tested by
the Chi-square test, but this test provides no information as to which are the significant
individual associations between row-column pairs of the data matrix. Correspondence
analysis shows how the variables are related, not just that a relationship exists.
5.1.1 Profiles and masses
Consider a contingency table N of I rows and J columns.
First of all, the original X matrix has to be weighted by the total sum of its individuals
n =
∑
i
∑
j and nij= 1
TN1 creating the correspondence matrix P :
P = N/n (5.1)
Then, consider marginal row and column frequencies which will be denoted by ni+ and
n+j :
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ni+ =
∑
j
nij n+j =
∑
i
nij (5.2)
Marginal frecuencies are used for estimating the masses:
ri = ni+/n =
J∑
j=1
pij r = P1 Dr = diag(r) (5.3)
cj = nj+/n =
I∑
i=1
pij c = P
T Dc = diag(c) (5.4)
That said, the profile of each row i and each column j are, correspondingly, these vector
of conditional densities:
nij/ni+...(j = 1, 2, ..., J) nij/n+j ...(i = 1, 2, ..., I) (5.5)
The correspondence matrix shows how one unit of mass is distributed across the cells.
The row and column totals of the correspondence matrix are the row mass and column
mass, respectively. In other words, row and column masses turn out to be weighted
averages of the profiles:
r′D−1r P = 1
′P = c′ c′D−1c P
′ = 1′P ′ = r′ (5.6)
These fundamental concepts will be used for estimating the inertia, a fundamental of
correspondence analysis, and conducting the graphical representation of the data.
5.1.2 Chi square, inertia and singular value decomposition of the stan-
dardized residuals
Profiles of I x J contingency table can be represented exactly in min(I -1, J -1) dimen-
sional space. An approximation of the profiles in one, two or at most three dimensions
is possible to obtain by a weighted singular value decomposition. The criterion is to
miminize errors in the approximation of the profiles, which is equivalent to maximizing
the inertia of the profiles in a k dimensional subspace.
The quantity χ2/n is known as the total inertia of the contingency table [4]. Total inertia
is a measure of the variation in the data and is defined as the weighted sum of squares.
It can be interpreted as the variance of the PCA:
χ2 =
∑
i,j
(nij − eij)2
eij
=
∑
i,j
(npij − nricj)2
nricj
= n
∑
i,j
(pij − ricj)2
ricj
(5.7)
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χ2
n
= n
∑
i,j
(pij − ricj)2
ricj
=
∑
i,j
r2i
(
pij
rj
− cj)2
ricj
=
∑
i,j
ri
(
pij
rj
− cj)2
cj
=
∑
i
ri
∑
j
(
pij
rj
− cj)2
cj
(5.8)
Likewise, for column profiles:
χ2
n
=
∑
j
cj
∑
i
(
pij
cj
− ri)2
ri
(5.9)
The optimal solution to maximize the inertia of the profiles in a k dimensional subspace
can be obtained in several ways. Here it will be used the singular value decomposition
of the standardized residuals of the contingency table.
Taking into account that E = (P − rc′), which can be interpreted as the deviation from
independence, the standardized residuals matrix will be:
S = D−1/2r ED
−1/2
c (5.10)
And its singular value decomposition is:
D−1/2r ED
−1/2
c = UDV
′ (5.11)
Finally, the standard and principal coordinates for graphical representation are:
Fs = D
−1/2
r U Gs = D
−1/2
c V (5.12)
Fp = D
−1/2
r UD = FsD Gp = D
−1/2
c V D = GsD (5.13)
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5.2 Clustering
Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that
objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other groups.
The appropriate clustering algorithm and parameter settings -including values such as
the distance function to use, a density threshold or the number of expected clusters-
depend on the individual data set and intended use of the results.
The classification algorithms can be hierarchical or non-hierarchical. A hierarchical
classification is a succession of clusterings such that each clustering is obtained grouping
clusters. A non-hierarchical classification consists in obtaining exclusive groups, which
are homogeneous within them.
5.2.1 Ward’s hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering techniques proceed by either a series of successive mergers or a
series of successive divisions. Agglomerative hierarchical methods start with the individ-
ual objects. Therefore, there are initially as many clusters as objects. The most similar
objects are first grouped, and these initial groups are merged according to their simi-
larities. Eventually, as the similarity decreases, all subgroups are merged into a single
cluster.
Therefore, an agglomarative hierarchical classification follows the following procedure:
1. Compute the distance matrix between the input data points
2. Let each data point be a cluster
3. Merge the two closest clusters
4. Repeat
5. Update the distance matrix until only a single cluster remains
In this paper, I will explain Ward’s method [6], which considers hierarchical clustering
procedures based on minimizing the ’loss of information’ from joining two groups. It is
usually implemented with loss of information taken to be an increase in an error sum of
squares criterion, ESS. First, for a given cluster k, let ESSk be the sum of the squared
deviations of every item in the cluster from the cluster mean -centroid-. If there are
currently K clusters, define ESS as the sum of the ESSk or ESS = ESS1 + ESSz +
... + ESSK . At each step in the analysis, the union of every possible pair of clusters
is considered, and the two clusters whose combination results in the smallest increase in
ESS -minimum loss of information- are joined. Initially, each cluster consists of a single
item, and, if there are N items s, ESSk = 0, k = 1,2, ... , N, so ESS = O. At the other
extreme, when all the clusters are combined in a single group of N items, the value of
ESS is given by
ESS =
N∑
j=1
(xj − x)′(xj − x) (5.14)
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where xj is the multivariate measurement associated with the jth item and x is the
mean of all items. The results of Ward’s method can be displayed as a dendogram. The
vertical axis gives the values of ESS at which the mergers occur.
Ward’s method is based on the notion that the clusters of multivariate observations
are expected to be roughly elliptically shaped. It is a hierarchical precursor to non-
hierarchical clustering methods that optimize some criterion for dividing data into a
given number of elliptical groups.
5.2.2 K-means
Nonhierarchical clustering techniques are designed to group items, rather than variables,
into a collection of K clusters [7]. The number of clusters, K, may either be specified in
advance or determined as part of the clustering procedure. Because a matrix of distances
-similarities- does not have to be determined, nonhierarchical methods can be applied to
much larger data sets than can hierarchical techniques. Non-hierarchical methods start
from either an initial partition of items into groups or an initial set of seed points, which
will form the nuclei of cluster.
In this section, I explain one of the more popular nonhierarchical procedures, the K-
means method.
K-means can be described as an algorithm that assigns each item to the cluster having
the nearest centroid. In its simplest version, the process is composed of these three steps:
1. Partition the items into K initial clusters.
2. Proceed through the list of items, assigning an item to the cluster whose centroid
(mean) is nearest. (Distance is usually computed using Euclidean distance with
either standardized or unstandardized observations.) Recalculate the centroid for
the cluster receiving the new item and for the cluster losing the item.
3. Repeat Step 2 until no more reassignments take place.
Rather than starting with a partition of all items into K preliminary groups in Step
1, we could specify K initial centroids -seed points- and then proceed to Step 2. The
final assignment of items to clusters will be, to some extent, dependent upon the initial
partition or the initial selection of seed points. Experience suggests that most major
changes in assignment occur with the first reallocation step.
5.2.3 Categories description
Multidimensional analysis is often supplemented by univariate analyses which are used to
characterise a number of specific variables. After getting a clustering classification from
the interventions, it is important to recognize which words were the most significative
of the interventions in order to understand better the clusters.
According to Husson, Le and Pages [8], we shall focus on a categorical variable -
intervention- and groups of individuals defined by the categories of this variable -words-.
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The authors explained that a v-test has to be calculated for each category of the cate-
gorical variable type and for each quantitative variable (denoted X), as follows:
v − test = xq − x√
s2
Iq
(
I−Iq
I−1
) , (5.15)
where xq is the average of variable X for the individuals of category q, x is the average of
X for all of the individuals, and Iq is the number of individuals carrying the category q.
This value is used to test the following null hypothesis: the values of X for the individuals
who chose the category q are selected at random from all of the possible values of X. We
therefore consider the random variable Xq, average of the individuals for category q. Its
expected value and variance are:
E(Xq) = xV (Xq) =
s2
Iq
I − Iq
I − 1 . (5.16)
The v-test can therefore be considered a standardised deviation between the mean of
those individuals with the category q and the general average.
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5.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative statistical model that allows sets of
observations to be explained by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the
data are similar. In our case, LDA posits that each intervention -document- is a mixture
of a small number of topics and that each word’s creation, the only observable variable of
the model, is attributable to one of the intervention’s topics. Model definition, posterior
inference and practical implementation will be discussed below.
5.3.1 Model definition
The generative process for a document collection D under the LDA model is as follows
[1]:
1. For k= 1...K :
(a) φ(k) ∼ Dirichlet(β)
2. For each document d ∈ D
(a) θd ∼ Dirichlet(α)
(b) For each word wi∈ d:
i. zi∼ Discrete(θd)
ii. wi∼ Discrete(φzi)
Where:
 Where K is the number of latent topics in the collection
 φ(k) is a discrete probability function over a fixed vocabulary that represents the
kth topic distribution
 θd is a document-specific distribution over the available topics
 zi is the topic index for word wi
 α and β are hyperparamaters for the symmetric Dirichlet distributions distribu-
tions that the discrete distributions are drawn from
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This generative process would be synthesized through plate notation as [1]:
Figure 5.1: Plate notation for the generative model
The objective of the generative model is to figure out zn, so we should know for each
topic k ∈ {1,...,K} a multinomial distribution φk from a Dirichlet distribution with
parameter β. And, for each document d ∈ {1,...,D} a multinomial distribution θd from
a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Then, we should select a hidden topic zi from
the multinomial distribution parameterized by θ for each word position i ∈ {1,...,N },
and choose the observed word wi from the distribution θ
k.
Our latent variables are topic assignments z, the topics themselves and each document
distribution over topics. We can break this down into the following joint distribution:
p(w, z, θ, φ | α, β) = p(φ | β)p(θ | α)p(z | θ)p(w | φz) (5.17)
Saying that, we are interested in posterior distribution; in finding out the index z taking
into account our data and parameters. This refers to reversing the defined generative
process and learning the posterior distributions of the latent variables in the model given
the observed data. Therefore, taking into account the Bayes theorem, we should solve:
p(θ, φ, z | w,α, β) = p(θ, φ, z, w | α, β)
p(w | α, β) (5.18)
However this equation is intractable to compute: p(w| α, β) cannot be computed exactly.
Fortunately, there are a number of approximate inference techniques available that we
can apply to the problem. In this paper, it has been used Gibbs Sampling which is a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for obtaining a sequence of observations
which are approximated from a specified multivariate probability distribution, when
direct sampling is difficult.
5.3.2 Inference: Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs Sampling is one member of a family of algorithms from the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo framework. It is based on sampling from conditional distributions of the variables
of the posterior, which is suitable when there is no closed form solution for the posterior
distribution.
Conditional distributions for latent document-topic portions θd, topic-word distributions
φz and topic index assignments zi can be derived. However, θd and φ
z can be calcu-
lated using just the topic index assignments zi -z is a sufficient statistic for both these
distributions-. Hence, it is only needed to simply sample zi [3].
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The collapsed Gibbs sampler for LDA needs to compute the probability of a topic z being
assigned to a word wi, given all other topic assignments to all other words. Somewhat
more formally, we are interested in computing the following posterior up to a constant:
p(zi | z−i, α, β, w) (5.19)
where z−i means all topic allocations except for zi. To begin, the rules of conditional
probability tell us that:
p(zi | z−i, α, β, w) = p(zi, z−i, w | α, β)
p(z−i, w | α, β) ∝ p(zi, z−i, w | α, β) = p(z, w | α, β) (5.20)
Integrating out θd and φ
(z) and taking into account the relation between Dirichlet and
Multinomial functions, we get the expanded joint distribution:
p(w, z | α, β) =
∏
d
B(nd,. + α)
B(α)
∏
k
B(nk,. + β)
B(β)
(5.21)
5.3.3 Understanding the Gibbs Sampling Equation
Neither, the distribution over documents-topics, nor the topic distributions over words
are sampled. Instead, these are integrated out and the following conditional probability
is obtained [3]:
p(zi | z(−i), w) = p(w, z)
p(w, z(−i))
=
p(z)
p(z(−i))
p(w | z)
p(w(−i) | z(−i))p(wi))
(5.22)
∝
∏
d
B(nd, + α)
B(n
(−i)
d, + α)
∏
k
B(nk, + β)
B(n
(−i)
k, + β)
(5.23)
∝ γ(nd,k + αk)γ(
∑K
k=1 n
(−i)
d,k + αk)
γ(n
(−i)
d,k + βk)γ(
∑K
k=1 nd,k + αk)
γ(nk,w + βw)γ(
∑W
w=1 n
(−i)
k,w + βw)
γ(n
(−i)
k,w + βw)γ(
∑W
w=1 nk,w + βw)
(5.24)
∝ (n(−i)d,k + αk)
n
(−i)
k,w + βw∑
w′ n
(−i)
k,w′ + βw′
(5.25)
Equation [5.23] is configured by two different main terms. It can be considered that the
left-term answers how much document d likes a topic k, and the right term how much
a topic k likes word w. n
(−i)
d,k is the number of times document d uses topic k and αk is
the Dirichlet parameter for document to topic distribution. nk,w is the number of times
topic k uses word w and βw is the Dirichlet parameter for topic to word distribution.
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5.3.4 Implementation: Gibbs Sampling algorithm
Before building a distribution from equation [5.23], the current assignments must be
removed from the equation. First, the counts associated with the current assignment
must be decremented because the topic assignments in LDA are exchangeable. Then, the
probability of each topic assignment is recalculated using equation [5.23]. This discrete
distribution is then sampled from and the chosen topic is set in the z array and the
appropiate counts are then incremented. See the following algorithm for the full LDA
Gibbs sampling procedure [3]:
Figure 5.2: LDA: Gibbs Sampling Algorithm
5.3.5 Interactive visualization: improving the interpretation of the
topics
The results of the LDA are not presented as mere groups of infinite words -from the
most to the last important- per topic. Instead, I used an interactive visualization, with a
posteriori choice of the most explanatory words per topic and a graphical representation
of the inter-topic distances. Carson Sievert and Kenneth E.Shirley shared this visualiza-
tion to the R community trough ”LDAvis package”. The objective of their visualization
is improving the interpretability of the topics answering the following questions:
1. What is the meaning of each topic?
2. How prevalent is each topic?
3. How do the topics relate to each other?
The visualization has two basic pieces [10]. First, the left panel of the visualization
presents a global view of the topic model, and answers questions 2 and 3. In this view,
the topics are circles in the two-dimensional plane whose centers are determined by com-
puting the distance between them -through Jensen-Shannon divergence [2]-, and then by
using multidimensional scaling to project the intertopic distances onto two dimensions.
Each topic’s overall prevalence is encoded using the areas of the circles.
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Second, the right panel of the visualization depicts a horizontal barchart whose bars
represent the individual terms that are the most useful for interpreting the currently
selected topic on the left, and allows users to answer question 1. A pair of overlaid bars
represent both the corpus-wide frequency of a given term as well as the topic-specific
frequency of the term. The left and right panels of our visualization are linked such that
selecting a topic -on the left- reveals the most useful terms -on the right- for interpreting
the selected topic. In addition, selecting a term -on the right- reveals the conditional
distribution over topics -on the left- for the selected term. This kind of linked selection
allows users to examine a large number of topic-term relationships in a compact manner.
5.3.6 Relevance of terms to topics: A LDA posteriori added parameter
Relevance is the method used in the visualization for ranking terms within topics [3].
The relevance of term w to topic k given a weight parameter λ (where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is
defined as:
r(w, k | λ) = λlog(φkw) + (1− λ)log
(
φkw
pw
)
(5.26)
where λ determines the weight given to the probability of term w under topic k relative
to its lift.
As a reminder, φkw represents the probability of term w ∈ {1,...,N } for topic k ∈
{1,...,K}, which is previously estimated in the Collapsed Gibbs Sampling, and pw denotes
the marginal probability of term w from the empirical distribution of the corpus.
Setting λ = 1 results in the familiar ranking of terms in decreasing order of their topic-
specific probability, whereas setting λ = 0 ranks terms solely by their lift. Basically, if
we approximate λ to 1 we would obtain only globally common terms which provide very
little meaning of the specific topic, whereas a λ close to 0 would return words that may
only appear in the specific topic.
Carson Sievert and Kenneth E.Shirley [3], according to their studies, conclude that the
most suitable value of λ may be close to 0.6 in order to interpret correctly the topics.
However, by comparing the widths of the red and blue bars for a given term, users can
quickly understand whether a term is highly relevant to the selected topic because of its
lift -a high ratio of red to gray-, or its probability -absolute width of red-.
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Chapter 6
Application and results
After explaining the methods, I took the ”input” matrix and list, and did the analysis of
CA, clustering and LDA. I added the R script used in this section in appendix C.
6.1 CA and k-means
A first correspondence analysis is conducted to the frecuency matrix of 35.139 interven-
tions and 3.773 words -the sample-. I used the ”CA” function of ”FactoMineR package”.
The capacity of explaining the variance of this first CA is poor. If the matrix is formed
by 3.773 columns, the first 3.011 dimensions of the CA explains the 90% of the variance.
The variance is widely dispersed due to noise in the data. It is very probably that not
having stemmed the words have created more noise than the necessary. As the follow-
ing plot shows, the proportion of variance explained by each dimension decreases very
slowly:
Figure 6.1: Eigenvalue of each dimension in first CA
Then, I did a second CA taking into account only the 3.011 number of dimensions that
explained the 90% of the variance. The principal coordinates of rows obtained from the
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singular value decomposition are collected and are interpreted as the data matrix for
kmeans.
First, in order to diminish the total of interventions, I crossed two partitions of kmeans
of 10 clusters that resulted in 43 clusters of interventions.
Then, the means of the 3.011 dimensions for each of these 43 clusters are estimated
through the coordinates obtained in the previous CA. A hierarchical classification is
conducted with these 43 clusters using the Ward’s method.
The results of Ward’s method can be displayed as a dendogram. The vertical axis gives
the values of ESS at which the mergers occur. The resulting dendogram and barplot are:
Figure 6.2: Dendogram of hierarchical clustering
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Figure 6.3: Barplot of hierarchical clustering
The decision is to recollect 20 clusters (”cut” the dendogram up to 20 groups). The
first important step happens before 20 classes. Then, I recalculate the means for this
20 clusters in order to conduct a final k-means with the centroids. The quantity of
interventions that configure each cluster is not equivalent: nearly the 60% of them
are grouped in 2 of the 20 clusters. This is the list of each cluster and the total of
interventions:
Clusters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Interventions 1107 183 75 205 1221 35 608 12682 90 1041
Table 6.1: Clusters and the interventions grouped
Clusters 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Interventions 128 525 429 29 2950 50 7721 1400 636 4024
Table 6.2: Clusters and the interventions grouped (2)
Then, I conducted a categories description of each cluster through the ”catdes” function
of FactorMineR package. The cluster 8, which groups the major amount of interven-
tions (36% of them) is a mixture of terms about competencies and services in local
administration:
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v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
administracio 23.23 0.09 0.04 0.37 0.26 2.37e-119
llei 18.53 0.38 0.28 0.90 0.78 1.16e-76
local 17.19 0.04 0.02 0.26 0.18 2.90e-66
transparencia 15.94 0.06 0.03 0.36 0.25 3.16e-57
seguretat 15.71 0.07 0.04 0.35 0.25 1.29e-55
serveis 15.60 0.10 0.07 0.41 0.32 6.77e-55
empreses 15.55 0.09 0.06 0.41 0.32 1.48e-54
gestio 15.21 0.07 0.04 0.33 0.25 2.94e-52
locals 15.09 0.04 0.02 0.27 0.19 1.85e-51
administracions 14.98 0.04 0.02 0.22 0.17 1.01e-50
normativa 14.58 0.03 0.01 0.21 0.14 3.55e-48
simplificacio 14.58 0.02 0.01 0.17 0.10 3.72e-48
territori 14.58 0.06 0.03 0.29 0.23 3.86e-48
informacio 14.56 0.05 0.03 0.29 0.21 4.97e-48
competencies 14.19 0.06 0.03 0.31 0.23 1.04e-45
Table 6.3: Significant words through categories description of cluster 8 (”Local adminis-
tration”)
The second largest cluster, seems to be clearly about ”independencia” and referendum
issue. Other words as democracy, vote, sobirany and also corruption appears in the
cluster:
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
presidenta 29.47 0.19 0.10 0.41 0.31 6.4e-191
democracia 25.19 0.07 0.02 0.37 0.20 5.58e-140
mas 25.02 0.09 0.03 0.37 0.23 3.85e-138
poble 24.90 0.07 0.02 0.34 0.18 8.39e-137
decidir 24.19 0.08 0.03 0.41 0.22 3.13e-129
mocio 23.59 0.22 0.12 0.60 0.43 5.44e-123
eleccions 23.45 0.06 0.02 0.34 0.18 1.46e-121
consulta 22.46 0.05 0.01 0.32 0.17 9.92e-112
oposicio 20.76 0.05 0.02 0.30 0.16 1.10e-95
votar 20.75 0.07 0.03 0.34 0.21 1.22e-95
referendum 19.82 0.03 0.01 0.20 0.10 1.94e-87
independencia 18.91 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.17 8.65e-80
democratica 18.57 0.04 0.02 0.24 0.15 5.12e-77
majoria 18.31 0.07 0.03 0.33 0.21 7.25e-75
corrupcio 13.80 0.03 0.01 0.26 0.14 2.58e-43
sobirania 13.48 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.11 1.97e-41
autodeterminacio 13.09 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.07 3.74e-39
nacio 12.99 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.09 1.38e-38
Table 6.4: Significant words through categories description of cluster 17 (”independence”)
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The next largest clusters were about Parliament budget and social exclusion as housing,
employment, poverty and gender inequality:
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
milions 66.02 0.53 0.09 1.06 0.45 9.79e-280
euros 61.31 0.42 0.07 0.94 0.39 4.14e-251
deficit 57.30 0.28 0.04 0.75 0.28 2.11e-221
impostos 49.90 0.20 0.03 0.60 0.23 2.04e-215
ingressos 46.01 0.18 0.03 0.57 0.23 4.34e-213
impost 45.30 0.23 0.04 0.75 0.29 8.18e-179
deute 42.88 0.21 0.03 0.73 0.27 1.12e-174
fiscal 42.20 0.22 0.04 0.67 0.29 3.49e-158
despesa 41.33 0.17 0.03 0.55 0.22 1.04e-151
pagar 35.74 0.15 0.03 0.51 0.22 9.60e-149
pressupostos 33.85 0.21 0.05 0.64 0.31 4.96e-146
Table 6.5: Significant words through categories description of cluster 20 (”Budget”)
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
pobresa 60.02 0.32 0.03 0.82 0.27 9.28e-288
habitatge 56.42 0.34 0.04 0.93 0.30 6.16e-275
atur 47.50 0.20 0.03 0.61 0.21 1.93e-270
persones 46.64 0.44 0.10 0.86 0.41 2.07e-251
families 44.96 0.23 0.04 0.67 0.25 5.51e-211
renda 44.21 0.18 0.02 0.61 0.20 4.82e-180
minima 40.07 0.12 0.01 0.46 0.15 2.09e-173
joves 40.04 0.15 0.02 0.55 0.18 1.91e-165
insercio 38.58 0.10 0.01 0.42 0.13 5.66e-165
habitatges 36.25 0.13 0.01 0.58 0.18 3.76e-159
social 35.43 0.33 0.09 0.69 0.38 2.93e-149
lloguer 35.14 0.08 0.01 0.38 0.12 1.08-143
exclusio 33.87 0.07 0.01 0.30 0.10 2.36e-142
laboral 31.00 0.14 0.02 0.50 0.21 5.45e-140
infancia 28.61 0.07 0.01 0.37 0.12 3.20e-139
desnonaments 28.07 0.04 0.00 0.24 0.08 1.95e-131
desigualtat 26.88 0.05 0.01 0.29 0.10 3.62e-116
dones 25.40 0.12 0.02 0.66 0.23 2.67e-105
Table 6.6: Significant words through categories description of cluster 15 (”Social exclu-
sion”)
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Later, three more clusters consisted of national health and school systems, and produc-
tion sectors -turism, innovation, industry, etc.:
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
salut 86.23 0.82 0.05 1.17 0.32 1.85e-275
sanitari 76.49 0.43 0.02 0.81 0.19 9.36e-261
hospitals 50.41 0.16 0.01 0.50 0.10 1.19e-259
sanitat 44.95 0.24 0.02 0.65 0.18 1.18e-259
espera 42.89 0.20 0.01 0.72 0.16 3.26e-247
llistes 41.09 0.15 0.01 0.59 0.12 1.47e-244
atencio 40.05 0.26 0.03 0.70 0.20 6.18e-225
mental 39.36 0.11 0.00 0.49 0.10 1.83e-202
sistema 37.80 0.50 0.08 1.00 0.39 3.17e-202
ics 37.77 0.14 0.01 0.61 0.13 1.91e-201
urgencies 35.46 0.08 0.00 0.37 0.07 3.52e-197
pacients 34.50 0.06 0.00 0.29 0.06 6.70e-156
catsalut 26.40 0.03 0.00 0.21 0.04 1.26e-153
llits 30.36 0.08 0.00 0.47 0.09 5.10e-151
Table 6.7: Significant words through categories description of cluster 5 (”National health
system”)
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v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
escoles 69.72 0.38 0.02 0.80 0.17 7.017e-284
escolar 58.89 0.23 0.01 0.62 0.13 1.04e-281
alumnes 56.22 0.23 0.01 0.59 0.13 1.21e-253
educativa 51.60 0.17 0.01 0.49 0.10 9.11e-242
beques 45.78 0.23 0.01 0.75 0.15 9.95e-227
curs 44.57 0.16 0.01 0.55 0.11 8.71e-211
menjador 43.24 0.16 0.01 0.57 0.11 4.70e-208
rigau 42.57 0.11 0.00 0.37 0.08 1.08e-204
lec 40.62 0.13 0.01 0.48 0.10 1.10e-194
bressol 40.19 0.12 0.00 0.47 0.09 2.72e-190
alumnat 36.00 0.08 0.00 0.38 0.07 2.61e-184
docents 35.87 0.08 0.00 0.37 0.07 4.29e-184
centres 34.02 0.28 0.03 0.80 0.24 7.93e-183
pares 33.21 0.10 0.01 0.36 0.09 1.03e-180
secundaria 32.15 0.05 0.00 0.26 0.05 3.89e-180
fracas 29.42 0.12 0.01 0.52 0.13 7.24e-179
lomce 28.95 0.06 0.00 0.32 0.06 1.82e-170
concertada 28.67 0.06 0.00 0.32 0.06 1.82e-170
inclusiva 28.62 0.05 0.00 0.28 0.05 1.01e-165
wert 26.04 0.05 0.00 0.30 0.06 3.83e-165
Table 6.8: Significant words through categories description of cluster 10 (”Education
system”)
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
turisme 68.51 0.41 0.02 0.93 0.19 3.56e-295
innovacio 64.56 0.29 0.01 0.71 0.14 4.05e-270
industrial 59.51 0.32 0.02 0.81 0.17 8.02e-182
recerca 52.57 0.25 0.01 0.70 0.15 2.80e-167
turistic 49.39 0.16 0.01 0.51 0.10 4.82e-159
agricultura 38.37 0.13 0.01 0.44 0.11 4.89e-159
agroalimentari 37.96 0.06 0.00 0.27 0.05 7.59e-159
ramaderia 36.72 0.06 0.00 0.29 0.05 1.12e-156
internacionalitzacio 35.11 0.08 0.00 0.32 0.08 2.77e-155
tecnologica 26.85 0.05 0.00 0.27 0.06 2.01e-147
teixit 26.55 0.07 0.00 0.31 0.08 2.01e-147
ecologica 22.65 0.03 0.00 0.23 0.05 4.95e-119
Table 6.9: Significant words through categories description of cluster 1 (”Production
systems”)
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Besides, cluster 19 grouped 636 interventions concerning the linguistic debate in Catalo-
nia:
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
tribunal 80.46 0.64 0.02 1.00 0.20 5.05e-288
llengua 70.22 0.69 0.02 1.37 0.24 2.85e-226
castella 66.84 0.35 0.01 0.75 0.13 9.48e-131
sentencia 65.74 0.39 0.01 0.80 0.15 1.38e-126
linguistica 63.06 0.32 0.01 0.74 0.12 8.94e-119
constitucional 59.03 0.45 0.02 0.87 0.18 8.73e-97
suprem 58.48 0.19 0.00 0.52 0.08 1.71e-93
immersio 51.81 0.15 0.00 0.49 0.07 1.27e-85
catala 41.42 0.52 0.05 0.98 0.29 1.41e-68
aranes 39.88 0.25 0.01 0.79 0.15 1.52e-65
vehicular 38.57 0.11 0.00 0.48 0.07 4.33e-61
oficials 38.39 0.10 0.00 0.35 0.06 8.91e-60
Table 6.10: Significant words through categories description of cluster 19 (”Linguistic
debate”)
Clusters 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13 grouped interventions about environment, police force,
sports, means of transport and communication media, respectively:
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
caca 127.99 1.60 0.00 1.34 0.07 5.95e-178
reserva 40.50 0.49 0.00 0.73 0.07 1.08e-97
aran 28.44 0.74 0.01 1.57 0.15 4.59e-87
irresponsable 20.98 0.14 0.00 0.49 0.04 6.47e-73
especies 19.78 0.17 0.00 0.56 0.05 2.66e-50
mantenim 18.06 0.14 0.00 0.49 0.05 1.38e-46
zona 14.91 0.26 0.01 0.60 0.10 2.22e-24
vall 14.33 0.17 0.00 0.45 0.07 2.64e-22
area 9.71 0.17 0.01 0.45 0.10 1.22e-20
nacional 9.32 0.34 0.03 0.63 0.20 9.36e-17
Table 6.11: Significant words through categories description of cluster 6 (”Environment”)
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v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
mossos 99.74 0.63 0.01 0.91 0.15 2.69e-300
esquadra 93.61 0.50 0.01 0.79 0.13 4.07e-276
cos 84.97 0.53 0.01 0.90 0.15 3.56e-248
violencia 68.58 0.44 0.01 0.95 0.15 1.23e-234
bombers 63.61 0.34 0.01 0.87 0.13 1.76e-200
policia 58.40 0.35 0.01 0.76 0.14 1.19e-178
masclista 52.46 0.16 0.00 0.50 0.07 4.95e-144
goma 38.02 0.09 0.00 0.40 0.06 1.63e-141
incendis 37.04 0.10 0.00 0.42 0.07 1.32e-135
extincio 30.21 0.06 0.00 0.30 0.05 1.73e-123
victimes 26.67 0.09 0.00 0.39 0.08 2.66e-112
prevencio 25.55 0.12 0.01 0.41 0.10 2.66e-112
guardia 25.33 0.05 0.00 0.25 0.04 1.12e-109
Table 6.12: Significant words through categories description of cluster 7 (”Police force”)
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
esport 139.14 1.68 0.01 1.39 0.14 1.62e-250
esportives 74.71 0.37 0.00 0.72 0.06 1.52e-110
federacions 69.26 0.43 0.00 0.94 0.07 9.16e-84
professions 66.13 0.30 0.00 0.58 0.05 3.32e-43
llicencia 33.81 0.17 0.00 0.57 0.06 2.16e-42
professionals 22.34 0.41 0.02 0.85 0.19 1.96e-34
fisica 19.39 0.07 0.00 0.28 0.04 6.31e-30
escala 13.78 0.07 0.00 0.52 0.06 6.38e-26
federacio 13.64 0.08 0.00 0.34 0.06 3.37e-23
Table 6.13: Significant words through categories description of cluster 11 (”Sports”)
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v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
aeroport 76.30 0.46 0.01 0.97 0.14 6.30e-301
corredor 54.88 0.18 0.00 0.55 0.08 2.36e-299
tarragona 54.71 0.29 0.01 0.68 0.12 1.08e-274
mediterrani 52.10 0.19 0.00 0.57 0.08 2.75e-270
girona 50.06 0.23 0.01 0.57 0.10 8.16e-243
segarragarrigues 46.73 0.13 0.00 0.46 0.06 5.56e-234
reus 45.48 0.14 0.00 0.52 0.07 6.83e-227
velocitat 40.19 0.14 0.00 0.50 0.08 2.06e-219
tren 39.58 0.12 0.00 0.49 0.07 5.93e-204
connexio 39.20 0.11 0.00 0.45 0.06 2.98e-199
port 39.06 0.15 0.00 0.53 0.09 2.98e-199
Table 6.14: Significant words through categories description of cluster 12 (”Means of
transport”)
v.test Mean in cat. Overall mean sd in cat. Overall sd p.value
mitjans 97.66 0.93 0.02 1.04 0.19 2.23e-255
corporacio 76.06 0.34 0.01 0.67 0.09 1.19e-187
audiovisuals 73.55 0.22 0.00 0.47 0.06 2.49e-171
comunicacio 66.98 0.57 0.02 0.89 0.17 1.55e-150
radio 62.08 0.21 0.00 0.53 0.07 2.26e-66
cac 56.56 0.20 0.00 0.58 0.07 2.24e-50
televisio 55.85 0.28 0.01 0.75 0.10 2.54e-42
candidats 41.07 0.10 0.00 0.36 0.05 4.16e-26
periodistes 34.13 0.09 0.00 0.42 0.05 2.06e-25
publicitat 29.22 0.10 0.00 0.47 0.07 6.94e-24
pluralisme 27.90 0.07 0.00 0.32 0.05 4.30e-23
Table 6.15: Significant words through categories description of cluster 13 (”Communica-
tion media”)
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On the other hand, clusters 2, 3, 4, 9, 14, 16 and 18 were composed by interventions
that were basically direct references between deputies. These clusters were represented
by words such as ”torn”, ”hemicicle”, ”pausa”, ”contestar”, ”breument”, ”subgrup”, ”con-
tinuacio´”, etc.
After exposing all the categorical description of the clusters, I gave a ”topic name” to
each cluster. Therefore, all the information exposed in this section could be summarized
as:
Topic Interventions % of total interventions
Cluster 8 Local administration 12.682 36%
Cluster 17 Independence 7.721 22%
Cluster 20 Budget 4.024 11%
Cluster 15 Social exclusion 2.950 8%
Cluster 10 Education system 1.041 3%
Cluster 7 Police force 608 2%
Cluster 19 Linguistic debate 636 2%
Cluster 5 Health system 1.221 4%
Cluster 1 Production sectors 1.107 3%
Cluster 13 Communication media 429 1.1%
Cluster 11 Sports 128 0.4%
Cluster 12 Means of transport 525 0.4%
Cluster 6 Environment 35 0.1%
Clusters 2,3,4,9,14,16,18 Parliament vocabulary 2.032 11%
Table 6.16: Cluster, given topics and percentage of presence (%)
Analysing the results, we could conclude that independence was, in fact, a major topic if
we take into account its percentage of interventions. Social issues as poverty, education
and health were the second most spoken topic together with national budget. Regarding
the clusters without meaning -clusters 2,3,4,9,14,16 and 18-, they were the 11% of the
Parliament speech. Nonetheless, the interventions of ”Local administration”, which is
the most spoken topic, were also characterized by a huge amount of stopwords.
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Finally, I created a contingency table relating the parties and legislatures of the inter-
ventions and their corresponding clusters. I applied a CA to the table and this was the
resulting factor map, which allowed to recognize the relation between parties and topics:
Figure 6.4: Factor map of CA between political parties and clusters of interventions
According to the graphic, broadly speaking we could say that ICV9, ICV10, CUP10,
PSC10 and, in some way, ERC9 and ERC10, were worried about social issues because
of the closeness with topics ”Health system”, ”Education system” and ”Social exclusion”.
Besides, Cs9, PP10 and SI9 took part in the ”linguistic debate” which seems obvious be-
cause of its more radical point of view between Catalan/Spanish policy measures. CIU9
and CIU10 were closed to ”Administration” and ”communication means” possibly for be-
ing the political force under government, which may separate them from ”independence”
topic. Meaningless topics were located to the upper left quadrant, next to CIU9 and
CIU10.
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6.2 LDA
After the exploratory analysis, I got back to the ”doc.tt” list in order to proceed with
LDA analysis. I used the ”lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler” function of LDA package. I
assigned some values to each MCMC ”lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler” parameters, which
were: iterations, G=5000, alpha=0.02 and eta=0.02. I also set K =20 clusters like the
CA analysis. Because of the iterations and huge volum of interventions and words, the
collapsed gibbs sampler last about 4 hours to complete.
lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler gave two main outputs: ”topics” and ”document sums” ma-
trix. ”Topics” is a K×J matrix where each entry indicates the number of times a j word
was assigned to a topic k. ”document sums” is a K × I matrix where each entry is an
integer indicating the number of times j words in each intervention i were assigned to
each topic k.
These both matrix were used to estimate the distributions of φk and θi. As a reminder,
φk is a discrete probability function over a fixed vocabulary that represents the kth
topic distribution. θi represents the i intervention-specific distribution over the available
topics.
Therefore, I created the phi and theta matrix. phi contains in each row k the distribution
over words j for a topic k. theta contains in each row i the probability distribution over
topics k for each intervention i. Obviously, the rowsums of theta sum up to 1 like the
rowsums of phi. To have a clear idea of these matrix, I will draw them:
j words
k topics 1 2 ... 28.692 Prob. sums
1 0.00821 0.00854 ... ... 1
2 0.0063166 0.00666 ... ... 1
... ... ... ... ... 1
20 ... ... ... ... 1
Table 6.17: phi matrix
k topics
i inter. 1 2 ... 20 Prob. sums
1 0.4854838 0.00161 ... ... 1
2 0.0014925 0.00149 ... ... 1
... ... ... ... ... 1
... ... ... ... ... 1
105.450 ... ... ... ... 1
Table 6.18: theta matrix
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Afterwards, I proceed to the interactive visualization. I used the ”createJSON” function
of ”LDAvis” package. This function takes both theta and phi matrix, as well as the
interventions length and words frecuencies. Then, through some Shiny code, I obtained
the LDA visualization that looks like this:
Figure 6.5: Capture of the LDA visualization
The visualization can be consulted in this web application from shinyapps.io that I
prepared: https://marta-elias.shinyapps.io/shinnyapp/
At a first glimpse, We can observe that most of the topics are equivalent to the ones
obtained by the CA and clustering, both in terms of prevalence and content. Topics
are ordered by prevalence. Clusters 1, 2 and 3 are characterized by Parliament words.
Cluster 4 is about budget. Clusters 5 and 6 are related to social exclusion. Clusters
7 and 8 are related to independence and differ slightly but significantly. Whereas 7
seems to be about the right of a nation to decide, cluster 8 relates the independentist
process to corruption and historical memory. Cluster 9 is about media. Cluster 10 is
related to the linguistic debate on terms of the media. Clusters 11 and 12 represent
the production sectors. Whereas cluster 12 shows a more global picture of production
sectors, cluster 11 is more focused on the energy sector. Cluster 13 talks about budget
as cluster 4 but focused on paying for scholarships, social assistance, etc. Cluster 14
is about fiscal pression. Cluster 15 talks about social exclusion, as clusters 5 and 6,
but focused on young people and women. Cluster 16 is also about the relation between
Spain and Catalonia but on terms of Constitution and Statute of Autonomy. Clusters 17
and 18 are about infrastructure, related to water management and tourism, respectively.
Cluster 19 is about education and health systems. Finally, cluster 20 represents the
linguistic debate as cluster 10, but is focused on abroad delegations.
Besides, as I explained in the theory, the more we set λ to 0.0 the more we get specific-
related words. To explain the clusters, I set λ to 0.6.
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All in all, LDA created 20 subtopics from 5 major topics: social issues, economy, inde-
pendence, infrastructures and media. Their subtopics are:
Social issues Economy Independence Infrastructures Media
Social exclusion (1) Budget ”Right to decide” Energy
Social exclusion (2) Production sectors Corruption Water management
Social assistence Fiscal pression Linguistic debate Tourism
Youth and women Statute of Autonomy
Education and health Abroad delegations
Table 6.19: Topics and subtopics
Afterwards, I obtained the percentage of probabilities of each topic to be spoken by each
political party and legislature. If theta had the probability distribution over interventions
for each topic, I could simply sum the probabilities of each topic for each party and
legislature. But theta contains in each row i the probability distribution over topics k
for each intervention i.
Therefore, I used ”document sums” matrix from the outputs of the lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler.
I identified each intervention with its party and legislature and created subsets. For each
subset, I sum all integers of the k rows which represented the number of times words in
each intervention were assigned to each topic. Then I sum the total of words assigned
to every topic and made a proportion. Here is the resulting table:
Clusters CIU9 CIU10 CUP10 Cs9 Cs10 ERC9 ERC10
1 Parliament words 5.86 6.75 4.51 3.52 6.61 4.99 6.80
2 Parliament words 6.07 4.69 2.94 2.59 1.78 4.01 2.69
3 Parliament words 4.88 5.00 3.43 2.72 5.30 4.30 4.19
4 Budget 8.43 6.97 4.23 6.15 4.73 6.86 5.75
5 Social exclusion 6.53 7.46 5.00 1.82 3.66 4.68 5.25
6 Social exclusion (2) 3.95 4.12 2.70 6.44 5.00 5.74 5.14
7 Right to decide 3.32 3.11 2.90 2.37 3.42 3.57 3.43
8 Corruption 3.24 2.31 20.51 5.57 3.09 5.06 3.67
9 Media 3.17 5.99 4.05 2.04 3.22 4.15 5.56
10 Linguistic debate 2.49 2.50 3.18 6.02 3.94 6.02 3.79
11 Energy 3.47 4.81 4.14 3.88 3.56 3.20 3.40
12 Production sectors 4.37 4.06 5.96 10.29 10.52 6.29 6.68
13 Social assistance 5.01 4.39 2.67 2.57 3.20 3.30 3.83
14 Fiscal pression 3.75 4.24 4.17 3.63 4.26 2.65 3.46
15 Youth and women 2.88 3.64 8.00 3.53 5.17 3.45 4.96
16 Statute of Autonomy 2.56 2.39 4.67 15.19 11.79 4.08 2.82
17 water management 9.70 7.98 3.44 5.26 5.52 11.99 11.29
18 Tourism 10.86 9.45 4.64 7.40 5.39 7.51 5.55
19 Education and health 2.64 3.21 4.52 2.53 2.70 3.15 3.58
20 Abroad delegations 6.83 6.94 4.35 6.49 7.13 5.00 8.15
Table 6.20: Percentage of words spoken by each party assigned to each topic (1)
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Clusters ICV9 ICV10 PSC9 PSC10 PP9 PP10 SI9
1 Parliament words 4.83 5.84 4.64 6.02 6.30 5.62 4.69
2 Parliament words 5.39 4.41 4.79 3.91 4.17 3.04 3.85
3 Parliament words 4.86 3.46 4.79 4.53 6.49 3.78 3.10
4 Budget 4.54 4.29 5.94 5.60 8.55 8.53 9.08
5 Social exclusion 5.46 4.87 4.62 5.80 4.88 3.47 4.99
6 Social exclusion (2) 4.39 4.19 6.17 3.47 6.91 5.30 7.49
7 Right to decide 2.74 3.97 3.97 2.79 2.78 3.58 2.21
8 Corruption 9.67 6.94 5.08 3.55 2.99 2.42 4.61
9 Media 4.33 5.97 3.89 7.02 3.31 3.98 1.88
10 Linguistic debate 6.63 4.22 2.58 3.04 4.05 5.01 7.51
11 Energy 4.30 4.63 3.74 4.38 2.78 2.27 2.83
12 Production sectors 5.96 6.19 6.08 5.73 6.77 7.75 11.71
13 Social assistance 3.04 3.99 3.62 3.94 3.39 3.11 4.41
14 Fiscal pression 3.47 4.03 2.79 3.00 3.83 5.18 2.79
15 Youth and women 2.50 4.83 2.80 4.67 3.23 4.51 4.64
16 Statute of Autonomy 5.30 5.87 4.62 4.42 6.19 13.12 6.45
17 water management 7.57 7.89 11.43 10.53 8.32 5.54 4.97
18 Tourism 6.83 5.28 10.74 8.47 6.88 6.51 6.70
19 Education and health 3.67 4.23 2.49 3.37 2.57 2.55 1.92
20 Abroad delegations 4.52 4.89 5.22 5.76 5.60 4.76 4.17
Table 6.21: Percentage of words spoken by each party assigned to each topic (2)
Accordingly to the results, there is no party that talked about one topic more than the
20% of its spechees. However, CIU9, CIU10, ERC9 and ERC10 were most focused on
infrastructures, as well as, PSC9 and PSC10. PSC10 was the party that talked the most
about media with a 7%. PP9 and PP10 talked about budget and production sectors.
The main topic of Cs9 and Cs10 was the ”Statute of Autonomy”, with a 15% and 11%.
They were also interested in production sectors, like SI9 with a 12% of its speech. CUP10
was the party most focused on one single topic: corruption with a 20%. They were also
concerned on youth and women. ICV9 and ICV10 were also more focused on corruption.
Like CA, LDA results also grouped ”Parliament words” in some clusters.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
As a conclusion, this study confirms that the Parliament of Catalonia talked significantly
about independence. Nonetheless, I would argue that most of the topics were, more or
less, equitably treated. If we group the topics into main issues, I would say that the
main part of the Parliament speech was focused, by order of importance, on social
issues, economy, independence and infrastructures.
This affirmation is not suprising. Nonetheless, the advantage of the analysis of CA and
LDA is that it allows us to go into detail with the topics through subtopics. Apart
from PSC9 and PSC10, which didn’t mention any independence issue in particular, all
political parties talked about independence, but they treated the issue in very differ-
ent ways. According to CA and LDA results, the independence issue was splitted into
four subtopics -Right to decide, corruption, linguistic debate and Statute of Autonomy-.
CUP10 focused the process of independence informing against Pujol’s corruption. The
same happened with ICV9 and ICV10. Meanwhile, PP9 and specially Cs9, Cs10 and
PP10, spoke in terms of Statute of Autonomy, instead of independence. SI9 was mainly
focused on linguistic debate. Surprisingly, CIU9 and CIU10 were less worried about
independence as one had imagined. They were more concerned on infraestructure and
government problems. But, this may not mean that they didn’t talked about inde-
pendence. The more we set λ to 0.0 the more we get independence-related words in
infrastructure issues. The same happened with ERC9 and ERC10. With this observa-
tion, it can also be concluded that CIU and ERC talked about independence more in
terms of money rather than cultural identity.
Another example of differentiation between subtopics is found in CUP10. If we focus on
social issues, CUP10 was worried about youth and women opportunities, but they did
not talk about social assistance.
In brief, CIU9, CIU10, ERC9, ERC10, PSC9 and PSC10 were most focused on infras-
tructures. PP9 and PP10 talked about budget and production sectors. PP10 had a
pick of conversation in ”statute of Autonomy”, too. Cs9 and Cs10 were concerned about
the ”Statute of Autonomy” and interested in production sectors. SI9 was also mainly
worried about production sectors. CUP10 was focused on corruption and youth and
women. ICV9 and ICV10 were also more focused on corruption.
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Lastly but not less important, the results shows that there is no significant growths or
declines between legislatures in each topic and party. The temporal dimension did not
change the topic prevalences on the Parliament speech, neither between parties. This
situation can be explained by the fact that independence was already an issue in 2010
and it still was in 2015.
Regarding the methodology, all three methods have shown interesting results. However,
LDA performed a deeper topic-specific modelling thanks to the flexibility of the λ param-
eter and the ”LDAvis” visualization. Meanwhile, CA permited to interpret graphically
the relation between topics and political parties. That said, I consider that the LDA
visualization could be improved adding the distribution over topics of each intervention
to the distribution over topics of each words.
Finally, I would like to highlight that the point of this thesis is having overcome all
the handicaps that I found on the process. I dealed with ”real” data and with all that
it means: problems with the extraction of the data, organizing the data, cleaning the
data, and trouble with applying the chosen methods because of the dimension of the
data. Applying each process of the analysis lasted many days. Therefore, in order to
take advantage of all this effort, I think that I could take a next step and share my text
analysis methodology in a Shinny app. Then, I could get an automatic topic modelling
of any text file.
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Chapter 8
Appendix A: XML structure and
Python code for scraping the
interventions
The following script is the one used to extract all the interventions. After identifying
the deputy’s names, < D3 Intervinent > < /D3 Intervinent >, it scrapes the text
between < D3 Text normal > < /D3 Text normal > and save it in a new file. Then,
it takes a loop until there is no more intervention to get from the XML:
import re
import sys
from os import l i s t d i r
from os . path import i s f i l e , j o i n
def p r o c e s s i n t e r v i n e n t ( t ext ) :
m = re . search ( ”D3 Interv inent >(.+?)</D3” , t ext )
i f m:
found = m. group (1)
#p r i n t found
return found
def proc e s s spe e ch ( t ext ) :
m = re . search ( ”D3 Text normal>(.+?)</D3” , t ext )
i f m:
found = m. group (1)
#p r i n t found
return found
def s c r a p e x m l f i l e ( f i l ename ) :
with open( f i l ename , ”r ”) as f :
i n t e r v e n t i o n s = [ ]
new inte rvent ion = [ ]
for l i n e in f . r e a d l i n e s ( ) :
m = re . search ( ”D3 (.+?)</D3” , l i n e )
i f m:
found = m. group (1)
i f found . s t a r t s w i t h ( ”Text normal ” ) :
token = proc e s s spe e ch ( l i n e )
new inte rvent ion . append ( token )
e l i f found . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” I n t e r v i n e n t ” ) :
token = p r o c e s s i n t e r v i n e n t ( l i n e )
i f new inte rvent ion :
i n t e r v e n t i o n s . append ( new inte rvent ion )
new inte rvent ion = [ token ]
else :
None
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def main ( i n d i r , o u t d i r ) :
for f in l i s t d i r ( i n d i r ) :
f i l ename = j o i n ( i n d i r , f )
i f i s f i l e ( f i l ename ) :
s c r a p e x m l f i l e ( f i l ename )
i f name == ” main ” :
i n d i r = sys . argv [ 1 ]
o u t d i r = sys . argv [ 2 ]
main ( i n d i r
In the XML files, the interventions are headed by< D3 Intervinent > < /D3 Intervinent >
with the name of the Parliament’s member. Afterwards, the text intervention is written
between < D3 Text normal > < /D3 Text normal >. Here is an example of an
intervention of Joan Herrera extracted from the 5th reunion of IX legislature. The Pres-
ident of the Parliament, Nu´ria de Gispert, asked Joan Herrera to finish his interventions:
La presidenta
Senyor Herrera...
Joan Herrera Torres
S´ı, acabo ja. La peticio´ que presentin un pressupost, el pressupost del nou Govern; i, l’altra peticio´, que concretin
com avancem en l’autogovern, que concretin com anem junts davant de l’ofensiva recentralitzadora.
Nosaltres proposem que podr´ıem crear una comissio´ per a l’autogovern, com es va crear a la legislatura que va
acabar en el 2003; pero`, en tot cas, que concretin com ho volen fer.
This two interventionts are tagged in the XML file as:
< D3 Intervinent > La presidenta < /D3 Intervinent >
< D3 Textnormal > Senyor Herrera... < /D3 Textnormal >
< D3 Intervinent > Joan Herrera Torres < /D3 Intervinent >
< D3 Text normal > S´ı, acabo ja. La peticio´ que presentin un pressupost, el pressupost del nou Govern; i,
l’altra peticio´, que concretin com avancem en l’autogovern, que concretin com anem junts davant de l’ofensiva
recentralitzadora. < /D3 Text normal >
< D3 Text normal > Nosaltres proposem que podr´ıem crear una comissio´ per a l’autogovern, com es va crear a
la legislatura que va acabar en el 2003; pero`, en tot cas, que concretin com ho volen fer. < /D3 Text normal >
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Chapter 9
Appendix B: Data cleaning
functions
This is the sample of stopwords:
sample ( stopw , 100)
[ 1 ] ”dedins ” ” l i ” ” g i r i e n t o r n ” ”p a r l a r ” ”ah i r ” ”me”
[ 7 ] ”haur ia ” ” f e i a ” ”empero ” ”haguts ” ”onze ” ”d a l l o ”
[ 1 3 ] ”segona ” ” e l i s ” ”havia ” ” c o n s e l l e r s ” ”soc ” ”dacord ”
[ 1 9 ] ” l l u r s ” ”ensems ” ”hagueres ” ”quin ” ”ens ” ”e s t ”
[ 2 5 ] ”es ” ”vares ” ”quas i ” ”endavant ” ” t e r c e r ” ”s e t e n s ”
[ 3 1 ] ” e s t i g u i s ” ”honorab les ” ”e s ca r ” ” fons ” ”a l t o ” ”d ins ”
[ 3 7 ] ” g r a t i s ” ”ns ” ” e s t i g u e s ” ” e s t i g u e r e s ” ”mesura ” ”vo s t e s ”
[ 4 3 ] ”tenen ” ”e s ta ” ”haviem ” ”cre iem ” ”quanta ” ”excepte ”
[ 4 9 ] ”d i v e r s ” ”car ” ”da l t ” ”vu i tanta ” ”entro ” ”teua ”
[ 5 5 ] ” g a i r e s ” ”a lguns ” ”ans ” ”haureu ” ”mos” ”dessobre ”
[ 6 1 ] ”s e ra ” ”u i ” ”oh ” ”anc ” ”estarem ” ”dar r e r e ”
[ 6 7 ] ”tota ” ”sabem ” ”mants ” ”anar ” ” a l l o ” ” a v a l l ”
[ 7 3 ] ” s i g u e s ” ”nos ” ” c e r t s ” ” e l l s ” ”u” ”malament ”
[ 7 9 ] ”arreu ” ”poc ” ”hagueren ” ”un i c s ” ”duni tat ” ”quarte s ”
[ 8 5 ] ”passem ” ”forem ” ”env ides ” ”endebades ” ” t r e t ” ”quart ”
[ 9 1 ] ”nove ” ”cente s ” ”pocs ” ”us ” ” f e r ” ”sa ”
[ 9 7 ] ”benvinguda ” ”ambdues ” ”repub l i cana ” ” e s t i g u i n ”
These are the functions that I used for the data cleaning to remove pronouns, articles,
numbers and punctuation/accent marks.
PronApost <− f unc t i on ( x ) {
x <− gsub(”− e l ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− l a ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− e l s ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− l e s ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− l i ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−en ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ h i ” , ” ” , x )
x <− gsub(”− hi ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ ho ” , ” ” , x )
x <− gsub(”−ho ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−em” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− ens ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ ns ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−us ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−me” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−m” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− te ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− t ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− se ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− s ” , ”” , x )
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x <− gsub(”−nos ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”−vos ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− l i ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub(”− l o s ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ l s ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” l ’ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ l ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”d ’ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”n ’ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ n ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’m” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”m’ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ’ t ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”t ’ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”s ’ ” , ”” , x )
x
}
Punc <− f unc t i on ( x ) {
x <− gsub ( ” [ [ : punct : ] ] ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” [ [ : c n t r l : ] ] ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”ˆ [ [ : space : ] ] + ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” [ [ : space : ] ] + $ ” , ”” , x )
x <− gsub (”[0−9]+”, ”” , x )
x <− to lower ( x )
x
}
Accents <− f unc t i on ( x ) {
x <− gsub ( ”a` ” , ”a ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”a´ ” , ”a ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”e´ ” , ”e ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”e` ” , ”e ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ı´ ” , ” i ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”o´ ” , ”o ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”o` ” , ”o ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”u´ ” , ”u ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ” ı¨ ” , ” i ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”u¨ ” , ”u ” , x )
x <− gsub ( ”c¸ ” , ”c ” , x )
x
}
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Appendix C: R code for input
matrix
###INPUT MATRIX
l i b r a r y (tm)
l i b r a r y (RWeka)
#l i b r a r y ( x l sx )
l i b r a r y ( ”openxlsx ”)
opt ions ( java . parameters = ”−Xmx1024m” ) #I got some problems read ing big Excel f i l e s
####Sample matrix f o r CA
dadessample <−read . x l sx ( ”dadessample . x l sx ” , 1)
#The sample o f i n t e r v e n t i o n s i s done p r e v i o u s l y in Excel .
##Cleaning :
d2 <−as . matrix ( dadessample [ , 1 ] )
d2 <−PronApost ( d2 )
d2 <−Punc ( d2 )
d2 <−Accents ( d2 )
##S p l i t words f o r each i n t e r v e n t i o n :
d3 <− s t r s p l i t ( d2 , ” [ [ : space : ] ] + ”)
##Compute the tab l e o f terms :
t t <− t a b l e ( u n l i s t ( d3 ) )
t t <− s o r t ( tt , d e c r ea s ing = TRUE)
##Remove terms that are stopwords or occur fewer than 50 t imes :
de l <− names ( t t ) %in% stopw | t t < 50
t t <− t t [ ! de l ]
##Get the names o f the s i g n i f i c a n t words :
vocab . t t <− names ( t t )
##Creat ing the f r ecuency matrix
corpus <− Corpus ( VectorSource ( d2 ) )
UnigramTokenizer <− f unc t i on ( x ) NGramTokenizer (x , Weka control (min = 1 , max = 1))
tdm <− TermDocumentMatrix ( corpus , c o n t r o l = l i s t ( t oken i z e = UnigramTokenizer ) )
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##Getting the f r ecuency matrix f o r the vocab . t t
matriu <−tdm [ rownames (tdm) %in% vocab . tt , ]
matriu <−as . matrix ( matriu )
##Now we got the matrix :
wr i t e . csv ( matriu , ”matriusample . csv ”)
####L i s t o f words f o r LDA
##Cleaning :
d2 <−as . matrix ( dades to te s [ , 1 ] )
d2 <−PronApost ( d2 )
d2 <−Punc ( d2 )
d2 <−Accents ( d2 )
##S p l i t words f o r each i n t e r v e n t i o n :
d3 <− s t r s p l i t ( d2 , ” [ [ : space : ] ] + ”)
##Compute the tab l e o f terms :
t t <− t a b l e ( u n l i s t ( d3 ) )
t t <− s o r t ( tt , d e c r ea s ing = TRUE)
##Remove terms that are stopwords or occur fewer than 10 t imes :
de l <− names ( t t ) %in% stopw | t t < 10
t t <− t t [ ! de l ]
##Get the names o f the s i g n i f i c a n t words :
vocab . t t <− names ( t t )
##Put the documents in to the format r equ i r ed by lda . c o l l a p s e d . g i b s s . sampler :
get . terms . t t <− f unc t i on ( x ) {
index . t t <− match (x , vocab . t t )
index . t t <− index . t t [ ! i s . na ( index . t t ) ]
rbind ( as . i n t e g e r ( index . t t − 1) , as . i n t e g e r ( rep (1 , l ength ( index . t t ) ) ) )
}
doc . t t <− l app ly ( d3 , get . terms . t t )
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Appendix D: R code for CA,
hierarchical cluserting, kmeans
and LDA
####EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS WITH THE SAMPLE
###FIRST CA
dades <−read . t a b l e ( ”matriusample . txt ” , header=TRUE)
l i b r a r y ( FactoMineR )
ca <− CA( dades [ 1 : 3 5 1 3 9 , 2 : 3 7 7 4 ] )
ca$e i g
p l o t ( ca$e i g$e i genva lue , type=”l ” , main= ”Eigenva lues o f each dimension ”)
nd = 1
whi le ( ca$e ig$ ”cumulat ive percentage o f var i ance ”[ nd]<90) {nd=nd+1}
ca <− CA( dades [ 1 : 3 5 1 3 9 , 2 : 3 7 7 4 ] , ncp=nd)
Psi=ca$row$coord [ , 1 : nd ]
n <− nrow ( Psi )
###Hclust i K−MEANS
nca lea <− 10
s e t . seed (542)
k1 <− kmeans ( Psi , nca l ea )
k2 <− kmeans ( Psi , nca l ea )
nce l <− nca l ea *( k1$c lu s t e r −1)+k 2 $ c l u s t e r
f r n c e l <− as . numeric ( t ab l e ( nce l ) )
cdg nce l<− aggregate ( Psi , l i s t ( nce l ) , mean ) [ , 2 : ( nd+1)]
n cdg = nrow ( cdg nce l ) #nu´m. c l u s t e r s ?
D ncel <− d i s t ( cdg nce l )
hc <− h c l u s t ( D ncel , method=”ward . D2” , members=f r n c e l )
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p lo t ( hc )
n1 <− min (60 , ( n cdg−1))
barp lothc <−barp lo t ( hc$he ight [ ( n cdg−n1 ) : ( n cdg −1) ] ,
main= ”Barplot o f the dendogram d i s t a n c e s between c l u s t e r s ”)
nc <− 20
t a l l <− cut r e e ( hc , nc )
t a l l
c d g t a l l <− aggregate ( diag ( f r n c e l /sum( f r n c e l ))%*%as . matrix ( cdg nce l ) ,
l i s t ( t a l l ) , sum ) [ , 2 : ( nd+1)]
k f i n <− kmeans ( Psi , c e n t e r s=c d g t a l l )
i n t x c l u s t e r <−as . numeric ( t ab l e ( k f i n $ c l u s t e r ) )
##CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION
parau l e s <−catdes ( cbind ( as . f a c t o r ( k f i n $ c l u s t e r ) , data . frame ( dades [ 1 : 3 5 1 3 9 , 2 : 3 7 7 4 ] ) ) , 1 )
#Observe the s i g n i f i c a t i v e words o f i n t e r v e n t i o n s f o r each c l u s t e r :
parau l e s$quant i [ [ 8 ] ] [ 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 6 ]
parau l e s$quant i [ [ 1 7 ] ] [ 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 6 ]
###Second CA
c l u s t e r <−as . matrix ( k f i n $ c l u s t e r )
p a r t i n t <−read . x l sx ( ” p a r t i n t . x l sx ” , 1)
cp <−cbind ( c l u s t e r , p a r t i n t )
Tau la pa r t i t . tema = t ab l e ( k f i n $ c l u s t e r , p a r t i n t [ , 2 ] )
ca2 <−CA( Tau la pa r t i t . tema )
p l o t ( ca2 , cex =0.6)
###LDA WITH ALL THE INTERVENTIONS AND WORDS
l i b r a r y ( lda )
l i b r a r y ( LDAvis )
l i b r a r y ( sh iny )
##Compute some s t a t i s t i c s r e l a t e d to the data s e t :
D <− l ength ( doc . t t ) # number o f documents
W <− l ength ( vocab . t t ) # number o f terms in the vocab
doc . l ength <− sapply ( doc . tt , f unc t i on ( x ) sum( x [ 2 , ] ) )
N <− sum( doc . l ength ) # t o t a l number o f tokens in the data
term . f r e q <− as . i n t e g e r ( t t ) # f r e q u e n c i e s o f terms in the corpus
##MCMC and model tuning parameters :
K <− 20 # Number o f c l u s t e r s
G <− 5000 #Number o f i t e r a t i o n s
alpha <− 0 .02 # Parameter alpha
eta <− 0 .02 #Parameter t e ta
##F i t t i n g the model with lda . c o l l a p s e d . g ibbs . sampler :
s e t . seed (357)
t1 <− Sys . time ( )
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f i t . t t <− lda . c o l l a p s e d . g ibbs . sampler ( documents = doc . tt , K = K, vocab = vocab . tt ,
num. i t e r a t i o n s = G, alpha = alpha ,
eta = eta , i n i t i a l = NULL, burnin = 0 ,
compute . l og . l i k e l i h o o d = TRUE)
t2 <− Sys . time ( )
t2 − t1 #time l ap s e on laptop
##Parameters f o r the v i s u a l i z a t i o n :
theta . t t <− t ( apply ( f i t . tt$document sums + alpha , 2 , f unc t i on ( x ) x/sum( x ) ) )
phi . t t <− t ( apply ( t ( f i t . t t $ t o p i c s ) + eta , 2 , f unc t i on ( x ) x/sum( x ) ) )
t t . views <− l i s t ( phi = phi . tt ,
theta = theta . tt ,
doc . l ength = doc . length ,
vocab = vocab . tt ,
term . f requency = term . f r e q )
##Shinny App :
u i <− shinyUI ( navbarPage ( ”Topic mode l l ing o f the Parl iament speech o f the IX
and X l e g i s l a t u r e s ” , navbarMenu ( ”LDA” , visOutput ( ” t t t t ”) ) ) )
s e r v e r <−sh inyServe r ( func t i on ( input , output ) {
output$t t t <−renderVis ({
with ( t t . views ,
createJSON ( phi = t t . views$phi ,
theta = t t . v iews$theta ,
doc . l ength = t t . views$doc . length ,
vocab = t t . views$vocab ,
term . f requency = t t . views$term . f requency ) )} )
})
shinyApp ( u i = ui , s e r v e r = s e r v e r )
##P r o b a b i l i t i e s o f each top i c f o r each party and l e g i s l a t u r e :
documents <− f i t . tt$document sums
colnames ( documents ) <− dades to te s [ 1 : 1 0 5 4 5 0 , 2 ]
prop <−f unc t i on (X){
x <−documents [ , colnames ( documents ) %in% X]
rx <−rowSums( x )
rx <−as . matrix ( rx )
cx <−colSums ( rx )
tx <−(rx /cx )*100
tx
}
t c i u9 <−prop ( ”CIU9 ”)
t c iu10 <−prop ( ”CIU10 ”)
tcup10<−prop ( ”CUP10”)
tcs9<−prop ( ”Cs9 ”)
tcs10<−prop ( ”Cs10 ”)
terc9<−prop ( ”ERC9”)
terc10<−prop ( ”ERC10”)
t i cv9<−prop ( ”ICV9 ”)
t i cv10<−prop ( ”ICV10 ”)
tpsc9<−prop ( ”PSC9”)
tpsc10<−prop ( ”PSC10 ”)
tpp9<−prop ( ”PP9”)
tpp10<−prop ( ”PP10 ”)
t s i 9<−prop ( ”SI9 ”)
proporc ions <−cbind ( tc iu9 , tc iu10 , tcup10 , tcs9 , tcs10 , terc9 , terc10 ,
t i cv9 , t i cv10 , tpsc9 , tpsc10 , tpp9 , tpp10 , t s i 9 )
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